
Aperitif

 APEROL SPRITZ   £5.50

 The most popular drink in Venice: refreshing, easygoing and…Happy! 
 Perfect to be sipped as an “Aperitivo” just before dinner. Delightful!  
 Prosecco, Aperol and a splash of soda on top

 

 NEGRONI   £5.95

 Reward yourself with a moment of relaxation and pure  pleasure 
 while enjoying the full flavour and simplicity of a Negroni. 
 Campari, vermouth Cinzano Rosso and one part gin

 

 NEGRONI SBAGLIATO   £5.95

 A cocktail for those who prefer more delicate flavours 
 but nonetheless want a drink full of taste and personality. 
 Campari, vermouth Cinzano Rosso and Cinzano Prosecco

House Cocktails
GLASS £5.50 - 1LITRE PITCHER £15.50 

 MOJITO PINA COLADA

 A refreshing blend of rum,  A tropical, creamy blend of 
 mint, lime and sugar syrup rum, pineapple, coconut & lime

  STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI RASPBERRY MOJITO

 A delectably smooth  A thirst quenching blend of
 combination of rum, rum, mint, lime, sugar syrup  
 strawberry and limes and Chilean raspberries

 
 BRAMBLE COSMOPOLITAN

 A fruity botanical combination  A super stylish blend of
 of gin, blackberries cranberries, limes, vodka  
 and lemons and a dash of orange

 MARGARITA WHITE PEACH BELLINI

 A tangy citrus blend of tequila,  Classic cocktail, a blend of 
 Mexican limes  delicate white peach 
 and a dash of orange mixed with prosecco



Half pint £2.70      Pint £4.95

 Draught Italian Lager

Bottled Beers
 MENABREA 1846 Menabrea 1846 is additive free,   330ml £3.50
 it is the only Italian lager still brewed using a completely natural 'slow fermentation' 
 process that makes use of spring water from the Alps &  ingredients from the 
 Czech Republic, Germany & France.  Dry style with good flavour. (4.8% ABV)

 PERONI GRAN RISERVA   330ml £3.95
 A double malt Italian lager, amber coloured,
 smooth with a taste of hops and nuts. (6.6% ABV)

 CALEDONIAN 80’  500ml £4.95
 A multi award winning Scottish ale. 
 Smooth ale with taste of malt, hops and nuts. (4.1% ABV)

 INNIS & GUNN OAK AGED   330ml £3.95
 A Scottish ale with a vanilla & toffee aroma
 Malty & hoppy taste giving great refreshment. (6.6% ABV)

 BIRRA MORETTI LA ROSSA   330ml £3.50
 Birra Moretti La Rossa is a double  malt beer produced using 
 100% high quality barley malt. This gives it a full,  caramelised malt 
 flavour and an intense aroma of roasted malt. (7.2% ABV)

Ciders
 KOPPARBERG PEAR CIDER    500ml £4.95
 A Swedish cider made 
 with spring water & fresh pears. (4.5% ABV)

 MONTANO CIDRO An elegantly sparkling, light gold,   300ml £3.60
 medium-dry cider with a refreshing, crisp character. 
 An effervescing citrus aroma of freshly cut Italian apples complements its
 wine-like nose, giving it a elicate & refined flavour. (5.0% ABV)

BEER
BIERE



Waters 
 SPAREA A water strongly connected to its land: Sparea spring, from Luserna”
 Style and substance, for a mineral water that flows from the Sparea Alpine spring in
 Luserna San Giovanni. A very light, pure water, recognised for its refreshing flavour. 
 A water to savour, which gives prestige to the table & complements each meal experience

 SPARKLING 500ml £2.55 750ml £3.50

 STILL 500ml £2.20 750ml £3.00

Fruit Drinks
TROPICANA ORANGE JUICE   £2.95
The world’s favourite orange juice.

APPLE JUICE    £2.95
Pure from Cawston Press

ASSORTED FRUIT JUICE   £2.95
Naturally made with real fruit.

Soft Drinks
COCA COLA   330ml £2.80
The real thing in the classic iconic bottle.

DIET COKE   330ml £2.80
The real thing in the classic iconic bottle.

L’ARANCIATA SPARKLING   330ml £2.50
Orange drink from San Pellegrino.

LA LIMONATA   330ml £2.50
Made using only lemons from Sicily.

APPLETISER   275ml £2.50
Gently sparkling 100% apple juice.

GINGER BEER   275ml £2.80
Sparkling soft drink with extract of ginger.

GINGER ALE   250ml £2.50
Sparkling soft drink that is refreshing and supremely drinkable
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Vino Bianco 125ml 175ml Bottle

PINOT GRIGIO CLIC IGP, Ronco Dei Tassi, Friuli £4.20 £6.25 £25.00
100% Pinot Grigio - Straw yellow in colour with golden highlights. The bouquet offers delicate 
floral notes followed by intense scents of apricot & elder flowers with a crisp finish. (13%abv)

SAUVIGNON BLANC IGT, Cataldo, Sicilia £4.00 £6.00 £24.00
100% Sauvignon Blanc - Straw yellow in colour. The nose overflows with passion fruit, grapefruit 
and notes of gooseberry complemented by crisp acidity and long finish. (12.5%abv)

FRASCATI SUPERIORE DOC, Cantina Cerquetta, Lazio   £22.60
50% Malvasia Bianca 30% Trebbiano, 20% Greco -  Light straw-coloured, and has a typical 
intense fruity fragrance. On the palate it is savoury, soft, velvety and dry.  (12%abv)

PECORINO CONTROGUERRA DOC, Illuminati, Abruzzo £4.20 £6.50 £26.00
100% Pecorino - Straw yellow in colour. Fine, fragrant, rich in ripe fruit & white flowers on the 
nose with tones of almonds, field herbs, citrus fruits, slightly spicy. (13.5%abv)

 GRANEÉ GAVI DI GAVI DOCG,  £4.35 £6.75 £27.00
 Beni di Batasiolo, Piemonte 100% Cortese - Straw yellow colour 
 with greenish highlights and a white flower  bouquet. Well bodied, fresh and dry, 
 it has an inviting,  harmonious taste with a nutty finish. (12.5%abv)

TERRANIMA IGT, Rivera, Puglia   £17.50
50% Bombino Bianco, 50% Chardonnay – Light straw yellow in colour, classic varietal
aromas of mown hay, clean and refreshing on the palate, with an appealing delicacy.(11.5%abv)

GRILLO- INZOLIA IGT, Cataldo, Sicilia   £22.00
Straw-coloured yellow with green hues, on the nose it is well-defined 
with a harmonious perfume of hay, mimosa and chamomile, with notes 
of green apples, almonds, gooseberries, exotic fruit and Mediterranean herbs. (13.5%abv)

 ESTROSA MONFERRATO DOC,    £27.00
 Pico Maccario, Piemonte
 Straw yellow with light golden nuances. 
 Intense with a remarkable delicacy and pleasant flowered notes. (12.5%abv) 

FALANGHINA MORABIANCA IRPINIA DOC, Mastroberardino, Campania  £29.00
Straw yellow in colour with a fruity bouquet with notes of citrus, peach & pear. Smooth & elegant 
on the palate, full-bodied with a mineral aftertaste & an intriguing almondy note. (12.5%abv)

 VERMENTINO DI SARDEGNA DOC,   £28.00
 Billia, Giovanni Cherchi 100% Vermentino - Straw yellow in colour with green 
 nuances. Mineral and marine notes on the nose. Enters the mouth fresh and tasty. 
 Creamy & sweet with a good length & clean finish. Balanced & very pleasant. (12.5%abv)

Vino Frizzante  125ml Bottle

PROSECCO TREVISO DOC, Le Manzane, Veneto  £4.20 £25.00
100% Prosecco - Brilliant straw yellow colour jazzed up by the perlage, fruity fragrance 
with yeast nuances. Dry fresh taste, with an elegant nutty aftertaste. (11.5%abv)

ROSÉ SPUMANTE BRUT ROSEO V.S.Q., Le Manzane, Veneto   £25.00
95% Prosecco, 5% Merlot - Fruity fragrance of blackberries, currants, raspberries, 
with fresh and definite red-berry taste. (11.5%abv)

SPUMANTE METODO CLASSICO V.S.Q., Beni di Batasiolo, Piemonte  £33.00
75% Chardonnay, 25% Pinot Noir - Straw yellow sparkling wine, 
with a fine lingering perlage and a full, well-balanced taste. (13%abv)

Vino Rosé 125ml 175ml Bottle

CAMPIROSA, CERASUOLO D`ABRUZZO DOC,  £4.20 £6.25 £25.00
Illuminati, Abruzzo 100% Montepulciano - The colour is reminiscent of cherries, brilliant and 
clear. On the palate it has a dry, fresh, delicate texture with good gustative persistence. (12.5%abv)

PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH IGT, Corte Martina, Veneto   £23.00
100% Pinot Grigio - Pale salmon pink in colour with copper reflections. Refined & fresh bouquet 
with a light scent of fruit. On the palate has refreshing bursts of strawberries. (12%abv)
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Vino Rosso 125ml 175ml Bottle

MONTEPULCIANO D`ABBRUZZO DOC,  £4.20 £6.25 £25.00
Riparosso, Illuminati, Abruzzo
100% Montepulciano. Ruby red with a hint of purple in its early stages. It reveals itself as 
full-bodied, deep, ripe, round, harmonic and persistent with a final note of liquorice. (13.5%abv)

MERLOT IGT, Corte Martina, Veneto £4.20 £6.15 £24.50
100% Merlot - Ruby colour with a range of perfumes that persist in the glass.
Red berries on the palate and well-rounded. (12.5%abv)

 IL MAGISTRATO,  £4.20 £6.00 £24.95
 Atina, Cabernet DOP, Fontana Lottola, Alvito 100% Cabernet Sauvignon. 
 A full bodied & intense red wine  characterized by its high tannin content providing 
 structure & intrigue, while supporting the rich fruit characteristics. (13.5% abv)

MOLINO DI GRACE, Chianti Classico DOCG, Toscana £4.40 £6.50 £26.00
100% Sangiovese - Bright ruby red in colour, pronounced bouquet of raspberry & blackberry, 
savoury & pleasantly tannic with a lingering aftertaste of forest fruits. (13.5%abv)

 RUBESCO, TORGIANO DOC,  £5.35 £8.00 £29.00
 Lungarotti, Umbria 70% Sangiovese, 30% Canaiolo - Ruby red in colour with violet
 hues,  with an ample bouquet with delicate notes of cloves, wild berries and violet, 
 good body  with balanced tannins and a fruity finish. (13.5%abv)

NERO D`AVOLA IGT, Torre Saracena, Sicilia   £22.60
100% Nero D`Avola - Deep ruby red, with an intense & full bouquet of ripe red fruits & elegant 
hints of spices. On the palate is warm & velvety with clear sensations of black cherries. (13%abv)

TERRANIMA IGT, Rivera, Puglia   £17.50
Nero di Troia blend - Purple-tinged ruby red in colour; youthful, heady aromas of ripe red fruit; 
soft and full of fruit in the mouth, well-balanced and judiciously tannic.(12.5%abv)

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOC, Santa Sofia, Veneto   £26.00
70% Corvina Veronese, 25% Rondinella, 5% Molinara - Ruby red in colour with an elegant 
almond scented bouquet. Dry & full flavoured on the palate with an excellent, structure. (12.5%abv)

PRIMITIVO TRIUSCO IGT, Rivera, Puglia   £29.00
100% Primitivo - Intense purple in colour; rich bouquet with aromas of blackcurrant 
and blackberry, full-bodied with flavours of tobacco, dried plum and chocolate. (14%abv)

 AGLIANICO REDIMORE IRPINIA IGT,    £31.00
 Mastroberardino, Campania 100% Aglianico - Deep ruby red in colour, 
 the nose is complex & intense,  with hints of red fruits, especially strawberries & 
 raspberries as well as vanilla, tobacco, cocoa & coffee flavours. (13%abv)

BARBERA D`ALBA SOVRANA DOC, Beni di Batasiolo, Piemonte   £29.00
100% Barbera - Ruby red in colour with a delicate bouquet and pleasantly fruity. 
It is dry with a well-balanced acidity and a clean smooth finish. (14.5%abv)

CANNONAU DI SARDEGNA DOC, Giovanni Cherchi, Sardegna   £33.00
100% Cannonau - Cannonau is bright ruby red in colour with an intense and highly polished 
aroma. It is round, dry, warm and velvety on the palate, with well-balanced tannins (13.5%abv)

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG, Tenuta di Sesta, Toscana   £43.00
100% Sangiovese Grosso - Intense ruby red in colour. Elegant on the nose with hints of herbs 
and aromatic spices and flavours of cherry. Full-bodied with a long lasting finish. (14.5%abv)

BAROLO DOCG, Beni di Batasiolo, Piemonte   £38.00
100% Nebbiolo - Ruby red colour, it has an ethereal and spicy nose 
with a touch of vanilla and a dry, full, velvety, well balanced taste. (14%abv)

ANTICHELLO, AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA DOCG, Santa Sofia, Veneto  £44.00
70% Corvina Veronese, 25% Rondinella, 5% Molinara - Ruby red tending to garnet; 
with hints of cherry and ripe fruit, sweet balsamic notes of cinnamon and spices. (15%abv)

FERRATO LAZIO ROSSO IGT, Cantina La Ferriera, Atina   £23.40
40% Cabernet, 30% Petit Verdot, 30% Syrah. The skins can reach a perfect maturity & 
maceration, conferring a wealth of varietal flavours & aromas typical of a "terroir" (13.5 % abv)

 MERLOT FRUSINATE IGT,    £27.90
 Masseria Barone, Atina A fine wine, with an intense colour & a delicate bouquet. 
 It is soft, rich & full on the palate, with scents of wild berries. 
 It pairs well with red meat dishes & aged cheeses. (14% abv)



Sweet Wine 125ml 175ml Bottle

MOSCATO DI TRANI "PIANI DI TUFARA DOC,  £4.60 £7.00 £28.00
Rivera, Puglia100% Moscato Reale - Lively, deep straw yellow in hue; with a classic moscato 
nose, releasing nuances of candied pineapple & oak. Warm on the palate, rich & complex. (14%abv)

Half Bottle
FRASCATI SUPERIORE DOC, Cerquetta, Lazio £10.75
100% Chardonnay - Straw yellow colour with a fruity bouquet and elegant taste. (12%abv)

GRANEÉ GAVI DI GAVI DOCG, Beni di Batasiolo, Piemonte. £16.00
Straw-yellow colour with greenish highlights, and a white flower bouquet. Well-bodied, fresh and 
dry, it has an inviting, harmonious taste with a finish reminiscent of bitter almonds. (12.5%abv)

BARBERA D`ALBA "SOVRANA" DOC, Beni di Batasiolo, Piemonte £15.00
100% Barbera - Ruby red in colour with a delicate bouquet and pleasantly fruity. 
It is dry with a well-balanced acidity and a clean smooth finish. (14.5%abv)

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOC, Santa Sofia, Veneto £13.00
70% Corvina Veronese, 25% Rondinella, 5% Molinara - Ruby red in colour with an elegant almond 
scented bouquet. Dry & full flavoured on the palate with an excellent structure. (12.5%abv)

Magnum
PINOT GRIGIO GARGANEGA DOC, Ca`Donini, Veneto £31.00
100% Pinot Grigio Garganega - Light in colour, refreshing, and crisp and with aromas of limes, 
grapefruits and lemons making this well balanced wine very easy to drink. (12%abv)

CHIANTI, ROSA DEI VENTI DOCG, Melini £31.00
100% Sangiovese - Bright ruby red in colour, with density and persistent legs accompanied by 
aromas of cherry and fresh red fruits mingled with spicy pepper notes. (12.5%abv)

So why are some wines 
so cheap, and others are 
so expensive?

At Vittoria’s we believe that no meal is complete without the accompaniment of a
fine wine. By partnering only with suppliers and producers who are as passionate
about their wine as we are about our cuisine we ensure that, regardless of
whether you choose a bottle of our luxurious Amarone Valpolicella Valpantena or a
glass from our more pocket-friendly range, you won't be compromising on quality.

You can, of course, find producers who don't share our outlook, who incorporate
methods which rely heavily on chemicals, damaged or low-quality grapes and
machine processing to synthesize a bottle of wine which often costs less to
produce than a can coke.

We, however, will leave the penny-pinching compromises to others, and continue
to see wine not just as a bunch of grapes but as an essential part of any dining 
experience.



Gin
BEEFEATER  £3.50
A mellow gin with soft citrus flavours and floral bouquet 
world renowned London gin. (47% ABV)

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE  £3.50
Made with 10 botanicals this gin delivers a fabulous 
flavour of spice and fruits. (40% ABV)

Vodka
ABSOLUT  £3.20
Made in Ahus, Sweden, Absolut is a world class smooth 
premium vodka with a clean taste. (40% ABV)

ABSOLUT FLAVOUR  £3.50
The same premium vodka steeped in fresh fruit. (40% ABV)

Rum
BACARDI  £3.20
The world first premium aged white rum, light & dry 
with hints of vanilla and walnuts. (40% ABV )

HAVANA CLUB 7  £3.80
A light Latin style rum from Cuba with substantial hints  
of honey, vanilla and caramel. (40% ABV )

CAPTAIN MORGAN  £3.50
A dark rum, aged for up to 7 years in old casks. The Captain Morgan blend 
contains rums from Jamaican, Guyanan and Bajan rums. (40% ABV )

Bourbon
JIM BEAM  £3.90
A smooth texture with light caramel and vanilla flavours
and slight woody char finish. (40% ABV)

JACK DANIEL’S  £3.50
The spirit is filtered through 10 feet of sugar maple charcoal to produce a mellow, 
slightly smoky character, thus making it Tennessee whiskey... (40% ABV)

ALL MEASURES ARE 25ML UNLESS STATED



Single Malt Whisky
ABERLOUR 10YR OLD £4.50
Amber coloured malt with a malty & toffee like aroma,
with a palate of nutmeg and berry fruits. (40% ABV)

CRAGGANMORE 12YR OLD  £4.80
A delicate and fragrant aroma, firm but smooth flavour with herbal
and flowery finish. (40% ABV)

DALWHINNIE 15YR OLD  £4.50
A bright gold liquid that offers a palate of heather & honey notes
with malty sweetness and a touch of peat. (43% ABV)

BALVENIE 12YR OLD  £4.85
A luxurious malt with a honey/orange nose, honey sweetness that
gives way to spicy notes. (40% ABV)

BOWMORE 12YR OLD  £4.85
This malt has a complex spicy and heathery taste with a hint of salty seaweed. (40% ABV)

GLENKINCHIE 10YR OLD  £4.70
A soft spicy malt with hints of cinnamon, ginger and demerara sugar. (43% ABV)

HIGHLAND PARK 12YR OLD  £4.50
A smooth malt that delivers smoky dryness mixed with a heather/honey
sweetness and a touch of malt. (40% ABV)

LAGAVULIN 12YR OLD  £4.50
A true Islay, dry, smoky and peaty with a roaring crescendo finish. (43% ABV)

MACALLAN 10YR OLD  £4.50
A full bodied malt that delivers a rounded taste of sherry & malt. (40% ABV)

TALISKER 10YR OLD  £4.50
A big smoky, malty sweet taste finishing with a
long pepperiness that lingers for an age. (45.8% ABV)

LAPHROAIG 10YR OLD  £4.50
Suprising sweetness with hints of salt and layers of peatiness. (43% ABV)

Blended Scotch Whisky
CHIVAS REGAL  £4.50
This 12yr old blend is round and creamy with a palate of honey,
ripe apples & vanilla. (40% ABV)

FAMOUS GROUSE  £3.60
A smooth blend with vanilla, spice and dried fruit notes, made with
a range of malt whiskies. (40% ABV)

Irish Whiskey
JAMESON  £3.90
A triple distilled Irish Whiskey from Dublin that is smooth and rich tasting. (40% ABV)



Cognac & Armagnac
MARTELL VS   £4.20
This cognac has fruity and spicy notes blended with
vanilla and caramel notes. (40% ABV)

REMY MARTIN VSOP  £4.90
A smooth cognac with plummy fruits and vanilla notes
finished with a hint of oak. (40% ABV)

REMY MARTIN XO  £7.50
A complex balance with an aroma of flavours candied orange,
hazelnut & cinnamon. (40% ABV)

Grappa
SIBONA, GRAPPA DI BARBERA, Piemonte £4.30
Light straw yellow with an intense and well defined bouquet and dry, ripe 
and harmonious on the palate. (42%abv)

BATASIOLO, GRAPPA DI MOSCATO, Piemonte £4.80
It has a full, dry flavour. Flowery like a mixed bunch of orange-blossom 
and various white flowers. A tempting and pleasantly female nose. (40%abv)

SIBONA, GRAPPA DI NEBBIOLO AGED IN WHISKEY WOOD, Piemonte £4.95
Matured in oak casks for a long period and further refined in American whiskey barrels.
The bouquet is intense with malted notes and refined with a complex flavour and a
persistent aftertaste. (44%abv)

ROSSI D`ANGERA, GRAPPA VINTAGE RIPOSATA, Lombardia £5.80
(blend of Dolcetto, Barbera and Nebbiolo) Intense toasted notes of wood 
and dried fruit, on the palate it is soft, beautifully Smooth, harmoniously balanced 
with a spicy after-taste. (40%abv)

The Italian Liqueurs
VECCHIA ROMAGNA  £4.35
Italian brandy (30% ABV)

CAMPARI   £3.20
An infusion of bitter herbs, fruit and aromatic plants
with water & alcohol. (25% ABV)

FRANGELICO   £3.20
A premium traditional hazelnut liqueur. (24% ABV)

GALLIANO   £3.20
A sweet anise flavoured liqueur from Italy. (30% ABV)

MARTINI ROSSO (50 ML)  £3.10
The original vermouth, bitter sweet with hints of caramel. (15% ABV )

MARTINI EXTRA DRY (50 ML) £3.10
Vermouth with a light floral nose and hints of raspberry. (15% ABV)

OPAL NERO BLACK SAMBUCA  £3.40
The original black Sambuca, elderberry and star anise. (40% ABV)

AMARO MONTENEGRO  £3.50
A traditional amaro distilled in Bologna, Italy. It is made using over 40 herbs. (23% ABV)

 SAMBUCA MOLINARI £3.50
 The original authentic Sambuca. this sweet and aromatic, 
 anise-based liqueur is the most famous 
 and most popular after-dinner digestive in Italy.

 LIMONCELLO DI CAPRI £3.50
 Limoncello di Capri is a pure and natural lemon liqueur 
 using only PGI Limone di Sorrento e Capri. 
 Best served cold on its own.



Ammazzacaffè

JAGERMEISTER ON THE ROCKS  £4.20
35% abv (Germany) A German herbal liqueur, made with 
a secret blend of 56 herbs, roots and spices and should always 
be served ICE COLD. (50ml served over ice)
 Add a can of Red Bull £2.00

PATRON XO CAFÉ ON THE ROCKS  £5.00
35% abv (Mexico) XO Café is an extraordinary blend of  ultra premium 
Patrón Silver tequila and the pure, natural essence of the finest coffee. 
(50ml served over ice)

LUXARDO AMARETTO ON THE ROCKS  £5.00
28% abv (Italy) A classic refined almond liqueur with a velvety taste 
and fragrant almond aroma.  It is produced with a natural infusion 
of vanilla beans and almonds. (50ml served over ice)

AMARULA ON THE ROCKS  £5.00
17% abv (South Africa) Amarula is a natural, wild fruit cream liqueur. 
The sensuous liqueur is a luscious liquid tasting of chocolate, 
vanilla, coffee, citrus and exotic spice. 
(50ml served over ice)

Liqueurs
BAILEYS  (50 ml) £4.00
Smooth Irish whiskey, blended with cream. (17% ABV)

COINTREAU    £3.20
French liqueur with a zesty orange flavour and hint of sweetness. (40% ABV)

DRAMBUIE    £3.50
A smooth whisky based liqueur with a honey and heather notes. (40%ABV)

CHAMBORD    £3.20
A French liqueur with blackcurrant and raspberry flavours. (16.5% ABV )

GLAYVA    £3.40
A blend of the finest Scotch whiskies and fresh herbs. (35% ABV)

GRAND MARNIER    £3.40
A clear liqueur that gives a rich citrus drink with candied orange notes. (40% ABV)

KAHLUA    £3.20
A Mexican coffee based liqueur with a hint of bitterness. (26% ABV )

MALIBU    £3.20
A white rum that has full coconut flavours. (21% ABV)

PASTIS    £3.70
The quintessential French aniseed based liqueur. (45% ABV)

PERNOD    £3.20
Another French aniseed flavoured liqueur. (40% ABV)

PIMMS NO 1    £3.20
A sweet and strong liqueur with lashings of orange and red fruits. (25% ABV)

SOUTHERN COMFORT    £3.40
A blend of bourbon and fruits giving peach and apricot flavour. (35% ABV)

TIA MARIA    £3.30
A luscious sweet coffee liqueur. (20% ABV)


